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Specifications The PS2's primary hard drive is a flash chip, with a compressed system. It is not a drive like any other, but instead is a platform that holds many disks. This system is also a type of
media player. It is also possible to talk to or read data from the memory of the PS2, which is especially useful for booting or restoring games. It also lets the PS2 play CDs and DVDs. It is also

possible to update the configuration of the PS2 through the data stored on the flash. The PlayStation 2's BIOS is an optional feature that lets the console run basic things on its own. The PlayStation 2
also has an internet connection; almost all PS2s are connected to the net, which can be used for downloading games, demos, game demos, internet communications, or executing applications. The

biggest issue with the PS2's web browsing is that a lot of web pages were unencrypted and too many third parties were able to access and use the user's data. Older model PS2s usually run at a clock
speed of 17.28 MHz, while newer models run at 33.68 MHz to help with heat. The primary processor of the PS2 is the 80C30, an MOS Technology PowerPC variant from 2001. The 80C30 runs at
33.68 MHz. The 80C30 has 128 kilobytes of RAM. Hardware compatibility Original PlayStation 2 models Basic playback compatibility - all standard PS2 games can be played, via emulation. Yes
Bonus disk mode: See discs below. Input: Supports NTSC, PAL (European), PAL (PAL II) Read discs using the Sony's unencrypted CD-R discs Supports CD-DA, CD-DA/AS-X, CD-DA/MSF-1,
CD-DA/MSF-2, CD-DA/MSF-3, CD-DA/SACD, CD-DA/MCA, CD-DA/DVD-20 . Alta System Sound: See below. Variable audio speed: See below. System software compatibility: Emulation:

Sega-CD, Sega Game Gear, Mega Drive/Genesis, Super Nintendo Entertainment System/Super Famicom/Super Game Boy, PlayStation, PlayStation 2, PlayStation 3, Virtual Boy, Xbox, Zune, Xbox
360, Wii, Nintendo Switch, Wii U, Wii U
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